Global central bank gold the miserable reserve book evaporation of 16.74 trillion (2013-4-18)

[Compilation Yang Fu Yi / roundup] gold the past thirty years the largest decline in global central bank losses, the carrying amount of gold reserves evaporated five or six ○ ○ billion (NT $16 trillion.), Can be described as the biggest loser. In addition, Gold exchange-traded product (ETP) blood loss of three hundred seventy-two billion U.S. dollars, a well-known hedge fund manager Paulson personal loss of $1.5 billion, are gold Zhongzai Hu.

World Gold Council statistics, the global central bank gold reserves of about a sixth the 1994. Eight tonnes, accounting for exploitation of 19% of the total amount of gold. From September 2011, while the international price of gold hit a record high per ounce intraday one thousand nine hundred twenty-three. Seven dollars, fell on Monday (April 15) the closing price of one thousand three hundred sixty-one. The $ or twenty-nine%.

Buy the high point haneun estimated loss of 22.75 billion scolded turn

Global central bank gold carrying severe blood loss, one of the victims of South Korea's central bank (referred to haneun), which comes into play when the 2011 gold price peak, overweight acquisition of 90 metric tons of gold was caught with is shelling buy some errors. The Korea Times reported that a Korean silver the past two years the average cost per ounce 1600 31 U.S. dollars, estimated paper losses VII. 6 one hundred million U.S. dollars (NT please call. Five hundred million).

Hedge fund celebrity Paulson is also the prime victims of this year's hedge fund from the investment of approximately $9.5 billion, eighty-five% linked to gold, evaporated to Monday personal wealth on the books for $1.5 billion. Paulson said in a statement, Gold Equity Fund was established in April 2009, the average cost per ounce of $1995 ○, mean that the investment is still profitable.

The world's largest bond fund PIMCO Trader Gros admitted to misjudge the situation, Jan. strongly recommend the "golden" for the preferred investment this year, unless the U.S. inflation is expected to rise to 30%, the price...
the "golden" for the preferred investment this year, unless the U.S. inflation is expected to rise to 3%, the price of gold may change; But he said Tuesday on Twitter, call for errors at the beginning of the year, but will continue to buy gold, because the global fight reflation.

See the decline of U.S. $800,1200 gold has shout

Since the collapse in the price of gold to a two-year low, investors shifted by holding gold holdings this year, ending on the 10th of this month, gold funds net outflow of one hundred and twelve billion U.S. dollars, the global and U.S. Equity Fund was a net inflow of two hundred and twelve. U.S. $500 million

Duke University professor Harvey (Campbell Harvey), if the price of gold to reach the historical average of the Consumer Price Index (CPI) ratio, fear fell below the eight U.S. dollars per ounce. "Commodity Godfather Rogers estimates, the lowest price of gold about 12,000 ○ ○ dollars, and asserted that the next decade may be" the next level ''. 